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Tigers are out Daily Preparing for Defeat I Company tor Kegimental
a Good Diamond Season—A Good
Championship—Game
Hard
Schedule is Being Arranged—
Fought Throughout—Final Score
Opening Game only Three Weeks
6—0.
Off.
On last P'riday
evening the
A few days ago the call for base- "Snakes" of I Company and the "Tea
ball candidates was sounded by hounds" ol the famous Machine Gun
Coach Durfee. An exceedingly large Company fought for the championnumber of men answered the call, ship on the gridiron.
and the Tigers are getting ready to
The game was bitterly contested
show somebody their dust on the by both teams.
To mention the
diamond during the spring months. stars ,it would be necessary to menEach afternoon Riggs Field is tion each man that played. Jsmanuel
covered with would be Ty Cobbs, was the outstanding star for I comBabe Ruths, and other famous play- pany, time after time he would circle
ers of the national pastime, The the ends for gains. Captain "Kidsharp smack of the hickory against glove" Moss played in all southern
the horsehide can be heard from style at guard. Jones played a senfour o'clock until retreat.
sational game at end. For the maBatting practice is the order of chine Gunners the playing of Wray
the day at present. In order to take Wc.3 unsurpassed, at the pivot posicare 01 all of the aspirants, it was tion he played in "Red"
Gettys'
necessary to build another batting- style. Wilhite Burton, and "Boo"
cage and at present both cages are Armstrong were the other stars.
in full use. Battery practice is also Burton thrilled the on lookers by
holding full sway and Clemson's his dashing end runs, while Wilhite
hurlers are fast rounding into form. could penetrate the line for gains
On rainy days, battery practice is at will. "Boo" Armstrong played a,
held in the new basketball court. wonderful game at tackle.
Within a few days some practice
It was not until the latter part
teams will be lined up and games of the game that either team scored,
will occupy the attention of all those Martin recovered a fumble and carripresent. The opening game of the ed the ball within striking distance
season with Georgia Tech is only- of the goal, Wilhite carried the ball
three weeks away; accordingly, it is over, but fumbled, "Steam Ship"
necessary for the team to undergo Hamilton anchored on the ball which
some stiff practice during the few won the game 6 to 0.
days that remain before the Tigers M. G. Co.
I Company
invade Atlanta. The opening games Smith
L. End
Hardeman
with Tech will be played in Atlanta Armstrong
L. Tackle
Sherril
on Friday and Saturday, the 24 and Martin
L. Guard
Moss
2 5 of March.
Wray
Center
Wylie
The prospects
for a successful Pearson
R. Guard
Mullins
baseball season is now very rosy in- Hamilton
R. Tackle
Hair
deed.
Only a few of last year's Dunlap
R. End
Jones
varsity team failed to return to col- Wilhite
Full Back
Emanuel
lege this year. In addition to the Burton ... Quarter Back ... Cartwright
letter men back there are a large Hollohan ...Right half back... Griffin
number of the scrubs 01 last year Ferguson ...... Left half back
Ryan
that will be ready to represent ClemTime of quarters 10 minutes. Reson in baseball this year. Of course feree; Gettys (Clemson > Umpire;
it is too early to begin to predict the Lightsey (Clemson) Headlinesman;
probable line-up or those who will Edwards.
star during the coming season.
However, there are quite a number TIGERS DEFEATED BY WILDout who have made good in the past
CAT QUINT
and it is to be expected that they
will repeat this year. Among those
who are counted on giving all other Fast Game Won By Davidson Outfit 82 to 16—Great Exhibition of
aspirants a run for their money are
Good Basketball
Captain Woodward, Boozer, Herrdn,
Swetenburg,
Altman,
Stevenson,
The Clemson Tigers lost a fast
Boone, Turnipseed, Salley, Richards,
game of basketball last Tuesday
Crossland, Reames, and Gibson.
Coach Durfee, who is in charge of afternoon to the speedy Davidson
the baseball squad, is an Army man. Wildcats by a score of 32 to 16. A1
He won his letter in baseball while the beginning, the Tigers took the
at West Point. Durfee has been at- lead but the visitors soon overcame
tached to the R. O. T. C. unit here this small margin and kept the lead
for the past few years, during which for the remainder of the game. The
time he has very successfully assist- Tigers were not in the best possible
ed the other coaches of baseball. trim having just came home from a
Coaeh Durfee will be in charge of long road trip thru Kentucky, and
the squad during the season; but due at the same time, the Davidsonians
to his still being in the army, it is presented one of the niftiest games
uncertain how much of >his time will of basketball seen this season, their
passing and gaging the basket being
be allowed for coaching.
Capt. Crawford
A very good schedule has been ar- especially good.
ranged for the team and several and Manze for the Wildcats were a
more games 'are pending. According pair to be proud of and their work
exceptionally bright.
to the present schedule the season showed up
will open with Tech in Atlanta and They covered the floor in fine style
close with Newberry at Newberry on and between -them accounted for 2 0
Clemson was handicapped
May 12. Several more games will tallies.
most likely be arranged, one of by the absence of Rabbit Thornton^
which will be played pn May 13 away who has been called home on acfrom home. Games have been ar- count of sickness in his family.
ranged with all of the state teams Bryan and Clatworthy were chief
except the College of Charleston. In scorers for the Tigers and Colbert's
addition to these the Tigers will play guarding showed up fine.
The line-up: —
Tech, Georgia, Davidson; and V. P. IClemson (16)
Davidson (32)
(pending).
Ormond
The schedule in full as it stands Day
Right Forward
today is as follows:
Bryan (5)
Beal (2)
March 2 4, Tech at Atlanta.
Left Forward
March 25, Tech at Atlanta.
Schilletter (4)
Mauze (12)
April 1, Wofford at Spartanburg.
Centre
April 4, P. C. at Clemson..
Colbert (2)
Crawford (8)
April 6, Georgia at Athens.
Right Guard
April 7, Georgia at Athens.
Dorn
:■■• Price (4)
April 8, Citadel at Clemson.
Left Guard
April 12, Wofford at Clemson.
Substitutions: Clemson—ClatworApril 14, Erskine at Clemson.
thy (5) for Bryan, Bryan for ClatApril 15, Furman at Greenville.
worthy, Clatworthy for Bryan, Cobb
April 21, V. P. I. at Clemson for Schilletter, Wertz for Dorn, Wa(pending).
ters for Day, Dorn for Wertz, SchilApril 22, V. P. I.
at Clemson letter for Cobb, Day for Waters; Da(pending).
vidson—Mallory (6) for Beal, Beal
for Mallory.
Referee, May (Oregon Aggies).
(Continued on page 3.)

Dr. and Mrs. Riggs Give Delightful Student Newspaper Correspondents
Banquet to the Gridiron Warriors
Spend Delightful Evening at Mr.
—All Report an Enjoyable EvenAnu Airs. Bryan's
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Bryan acted as
■ President and Mrs. Riggs enter- HOSL and hostess at a delightful retained about twenty of Clemson's ce^uon given to the members of the
football warriors and a few other Student Newspaper Correspondents
invited guests at a most delightful dub at the Bryan home on last
course dinner on last Tuesday even- Saturday evening, Feb. 2 5.
The guests, consisting of the reing.
About six-thirty Tuesday evening porters and ladies, arrived at about
a Targe crowd of the men who so eight o'clock, and soon 'the merrynobly fought for Clemson on the making began. Mrs. Bryan proved
gridiron during the past fall could her ingenuity as a hostess by sugbe seen wending their way towards gesting games which kept the guests
the home of President Riggs. The entertained until refreshments were
reason for this movement was the served.
About ten o'clock the rugs were
annual football dinner given by the
President and Mrs. Riggs to the rolled back, and for an hour the
Tiger team. Shortly after reaching guests enjoyed a delightful informal
the spacious home of the President, dance, after which they departed
the visitors were ushered into the with the memories of a pleasant
dinning room where covers were laid evening.
for twenty-five. A most enjoyable
six course dinner was then served to P. C. VS. CLEMSON
FRIDAY NIGHT
the hungry Tigers.
At the conclusion of the dinner,
P. C. and Clemson will play the
with Dr. Riggs acting as toastmaster,
several after dinner speeches were last game of collegiate basketball
on the local court for this season
delivered.
Friday night. This game will
Dr. Riggs spoke on the import- on
ring down the curtain on the efforts
ance of a winning football team to of the Tiger basketeers for the curthe reputation of the college and of rent year. P. C. has not had such a
the bright prospects that lie in the •successful year with her basketball
future for such a team oeing built schedule altho she has a good team
up here to represent Clemson on the of hard fighters. Clemson will not
gridiron. With iitting remarks, Dr. have a runaway cut out for her by
Riggs then introduced the other any means in ' this game, and the
speakers of 'the evening.
Coach
will have to light hard to
Stewart spoke on Clemson's schedule Tigers
bring
the
basketball season to a vicfor next fall and the hopes of going torious close.
It will be rememberthrough this schedule successfully. ed that the TigSrs
took a game from
Prof. Henry touched on the new P. C. on her home court earlier in
rulings of the S. I. A. A. and the the season; therefore, the Blue
S. I. C. and the probable effects that Stockings will be coming to Clemson
these rulings would have on the foot- to seek revenge. Since this will be
ball games at Clemson as we'll as at the last time to see the Tigers in
ths other institutions in these con- .iction for several months, a very
ferences. "Dag" Folger represented large
crowd of spectators and every
the alumni and told of the interest student is expected to be present.
that the alumni are taking, in putThe game with P. C. will bring the
ting out a winning'team at Clemson. basketball season to a close.
The
Cadet Kinard spoke for the Cheer past season has not been as successLeaders and of their efforts in giv- full as we would desire, but never
ing the teams full support from the for once has the team fallen down
side-lines. Cadet Redfern, represent- on that old Tiger spirit. In every
ing the Tiger, told of the object of game the team has fought from the
the Tiger's publication and the en- opening to
the closing
whistle
deavors of the Tiger to give and get whether it was winning or losing.
the whole-hearted support of the Clemson undertook one of the most
entire student body for the various pretentious schedules that any Tiger
teams as well as any other student team has
undertaken m several
activity. Cadet Webb, speaking for years and
she
has
played the
the class of '25, said that his class
strongest
teams
of
the
South.
would be right there when the call
for men to represent Clemson was
sounded. Gilmer, '21, said that he PRESBYTERIANS GIVE SOCIALS
returned to help put the team on the
map during the past year and that Cadets Enjoy Delightful Repast.
he would not be satisfied unless
Clemson should down Furman next
All cadets attending the Presbyfall. Dr. Riggs then brought the terian church were delightfully enbanquet to a close with a few fitting tertained on last Friday evening
remarks.
from 7 until 9 at socials given at the
The time of the permits having Calhoun Mansion, the hotel and the
expired the guests repaired to the home of Prof, Sease by the members
front porch and gave Dr. Riggs a of the congregation. The cadets atrousing cheer, after which they went tending the Presbyterian
church
to barracks to think of the wonder- were divided into three sections, secful evening and to dream of a glor- tion one going to the Calhoun Manious season on the gridiron for the sion, section two to the hotel, and
wearers of the purple and gold dur- section three to the home of Prof.
ing the years to come.
Sease.
Those enjoying Dr. Riggs' hospitalDuring the early part of the evenity were as follows. Cadets Harmon, ing, the cadets were entertained by
Burton, Finklea, Robinson, Wade, games and music. The latter part of
Edwards, Sams, Redfern, Kinard, the evening was spent in appeasing
Cann, Holahan, Zeigler, Wray, Wil- those monstrous appetites with deson, Tennant, Webb, Shockley, Jack- licious chicken salad, sandwiches
son, and Williams, Coach Stewart, by a fund given by Synod for this
Prof. Henry, "Dag" Folger, "Red"
These socials are made possible
Gettys, '21, and Gilmer, '21.
and coffee with cream and sugar,
jurpose. It is the orginial plan to
"Professionalism is a slam at the have a series of socials of this kind
university, not the student." So says extending throughout the remainder
Gilmour Dobie, football coach at of the year.
Cornell University. He thinks that
Coach Meehan, of Syracuse, plans
the reason some colleges have a bad
athletic reputation is the fact that to have a night school for his footthe faculty are either not diligent ball players. He plans to hold blackin their duties or are willing to let board talks, and to inaugurate a new
professionalism creep in. He further signal code to be used next season.
states that as long as the financial
Jack Sutherland, Coach of the Larewards for athletic talent are so
has been
great there will be those who will fayette football eleven,
indulge. In such cases there is noth- signally honored by that institution.
ing left to do but disqualify the For turning out an undefeated
parties from further intercollegiate eleven, the coach has been awarded
an "L"
athletics.

Furman, Citadel and Clemson Each
Draw Strong Opponents and are
Eliminated in First Go-round.—
Winner of Final Game not Yet
Determined.
Last Friday afternoon a basketball tournament began in Atlanta
between the leading colleges and
universities from all parts of the
South. The Clemson Tigers were
there in full force and ready to battle the best of the twenty-three contestants.
Among the
afternoon games
scheduled for the first day, the Clemson quintet was slated to meet Tulane. After a splendid fight the
Louisanans proved their superiority
over their Carolina opponents by
winning by a 31 to 20 score. Nine
teams were eliminated after the first
day.
These were as shown by the
following scores:
Vanderbilt 37; Citadel 22.
Newberry 32; Auburn 21.
Tulane 31, Clemson 2 0.
North Carolina 35; Howard 2 2.
Kentucky 41; Georgetown 21.
Chattanooga 55; Furman 30.
Geirgia 43; Oglethorpe 12.
Ga. Tech 34; Mississippi A. & M. 3 0
Mercer 32; Centre 17.
Thus Augurn's defeat by Newberry
and Mercer's signal victory over the
stalwart Centre five proved to be the
main features of the first day of the
tournament.
Saturday
The second round
showed six
teams the way home. Kentucky
State, which won the Southern college basketball championship lastyear, was knocked thru the ropes by
the brilliant playing of the fast
Mercer quintet. Newberry, who was
South Carolina's best bet, was eliminated, being beaten by North Carolina. The scores were.
South Carolina 34; Wofford IS.
North Carolina 32; Newberry 27.
Tennessee 19; Mississippi 18.
Chattanooga 25; Tulane 21.
Mercer 35; Kentucky 22.
Georgia 27; Vanderbilt 26.
Monday's Schedule
With 15 of the 2 3 entrants eliminated, the third day of the tournament was bound to show results.
The final results showed:
Ga. Tech 34; South Carolina 2 3.
Mercer 25; Chattanooga 18.
North Carolina 33; Georgia 25.
Alabama 29; Tennessee 25.
Then the big four of the tournament proves to be Georgia Tech,
Mercer, North Carolina and Alabama.
Semi-Finals
' In the semi-finals which were played on Tuesday night, North Carolina
defeated Alabama to the tune of 20
to 11; while Georgia Teck fell before
Mercer, 2 9 to 14. With these two
games out of the way, only the
finals remain to be played on Wednesday night between North Carolina
and Mercer.
The Tiger goes to press before the
time for the finals; accordingly, the
results of the finial game can not be
given in this issue.
-MISTAKES—
When a plumber makes a mlstaKe
he charges twice for it.
When a lawyer makes a mistake
he has a chance to try the mistake
all over again.
When a carpenter makes a mistake it is just as he expected.
When a doctor makes a mistake
he buries it.
When a judge makes a mistake it
becomes a law.
When a preacher makes a mistake
nobody knows the difference.
But when the editor makes a mistake—GOOD NIGHT!
—EX
NOTICE—Hereafter these
jokes
will be printed on tissue paper so
you can see thru them!
Wonder why Lt. McLaurin has
bought a motorcycle license? It is
rumored that he was slapped for
speeding.

Altho Clemson did not do as well in
the big basketball tournament as we
hoped that she would, we are still
proud of our team.
Even though
they met defeat they put up a good
fight and they won the praise of all
founded by the Class of '07.
those that saw the game. In every
Published weekly by the Corps of game it is necessary for some one to
be returned the winners and fate
Ca'lets of Clemson College.
Official Organ of the Clemson Ath- saw that Clem'son should not be the
one on this occasion. Perhaps our
ijtio Association and the Clemson team will do better the next time.
Alumni Association.
for the past is behind while no man
knows what the future holds in
Subscription Rates:
store.
Nine Months (Weekly)
$1.50
OPPORTUNITY
Six Months (Weekly)
1.00

The Tiger

Entered as Second Class Matter at This I beheld, or dreamed it in a
dream: —
he Post Office at Clemson College,
There spread a cloud of dust along
5outh Carolina.
a plain;
underneath the cloud, or in it,
\v M., REDFERN Ed. and Bus. Mgr And raged
BUROKMEYER
__
Co-op.
Ed
A.
L.
A furious battle, and men yelled,
Associate Editor.
and swords
E. B. SAVAGE
Associate Editor Shocked upon swords and shields.
H. A. WOODLE
A prince's banner
Athletic Ed.
R. T. HALSTEAD
Wavered, then staggered backward,
E. A. SMYTHE__Asso. Athletic Ed.
hemmed by foes.
College News A craven hung along the battle's
S. A. WILLIAMIS
edge,
H. E. ROBINSON__"Y" and Lit. Soc
Jokes And thought, "Had I a sword of
J. B. ARMSTRONG
keener steel—
Circulation Department
That blue blade that the king's son
bears—but this
Circulation Mgr.
J. D. WARNER
Blunt thin?"—he snapt and flung
W M . BALLENGER.Asso. Cir. Mgr
it from his hand,
Asso. Cir. Mgr And lowering, crept away and left
H. A . HUNTER
the field.
Then came the king's son, wounded,
EDITORIAL
sore bestead,
And weaponless, and saw the broken
•They Shall Not Pass" is the slosword,
gan that has been adopted by the Hilt-buried in the dry and trodden
laculty lor the next two and onesand,
half weeks. Second term examina- And ran and snitched it; and with
tions are now in a reality. Many ot
battle-shout
us are no doubt due for a rude Lifted afresh he hewed his enemy
shock when the report uf the prodown,
lessors began to come in, but still And saved a great cause that heroic
there will always be something to
day.
look forward
to. However,
the
—Edwin Rowland Still.
grades for this term should be far
better ' than they were during tue
first term, Lor there has not been the
THE JOB'S THE THING
large number of interruptions in our
daily work as was the case before
by the time he is a sophomore
tne holidays. Therefore, if we get or "If
a
junior,
the student hasn't a
uown to good hard work, it is very
pretty good idea of the career he
possible that the faculty will have wants
follow, his first few years
to revise its slogan before examina- in the to
practical world are apt to be
tions are over. How much better
Jobs do not turn up as if by
will it be to wort hard for a few lost.
mafic, the day after Commencement.
days and then be able to go home beThis observation comes from a
tween terms with a clear card than business executive.
is based on
./hile away our time here and his experience with Itcandidates
send home a collection of D's, F's opportunlies in commercial and for
inana other rewards of the man who dustrial
organizations—candidates
does not get down and study during from among the annually increasing
examination week as well as all number of graduates from American
other times. All right then, the
battle is on; faculty versus students; colleges.
Frequently however the underlight to be staged in the examination graduate
activities of a college man
rooms; no referee; fight to be to or woman give unmistakable evian end; and may the best man win. dence of the kind of work he or she
is most naturally fitted for. Fortunate indeed is the student who finds
It is with deep regret that tne the lob which will give these talents
for development.
'i.^ur announces the retirement of an opportunity
i.±r. J. B. Armstrong from its start. Then the first few years out of col-. Armstrong has found it neces- lege will not be lost.
sary to discontinue his college worn
Grasping this opportunity to serve
iv,*- the present on account ot nis undergraduates of American colleges
health. We hope that he win soo who wish to focus their efforts where
„j cxoie to resume his work here and they will count for most the Americarry it to a successtul conclusion. can Association of Social Workers
Mr. Armstrong's withdrawal from (130 East 22nd Street, New York)
tne Tiger start leaves a place hard to has issued a pamphlet presenting the
mi, but we hope to get a good man opportunities in social work open to
..in- nis position before the appear- men and women trained for this newance of another issue. Therefore, if profession. It is entitled "The-Profo^r kind readers will overlook the fession of Social Work," and may be
la,ck of jokes in this copy of the secured by mail from the above adTiger, we shall promise that the dress.
joke column will again resume its
"Some college students are al.,i.i prominence soon. In the mean ways being consuted by their friends
while anyone who hears a good_ joke in regard to the election of courses,
^nows one that is original will or their own personal
problems.'
be doing a great favor to turn the They can become trained case workjoke in to some member of the Tiger ers assisting individuals in a wider
iield to solve their social problems.
Such positions are most often found
with organizations dealing
with
This week marks the end of the children, with Families, with maladbasketball season. Spring sports will justed or abnormal individuals, alcuiiie into their own during the next though employment management,
tew days. Both track and baseball is visiting teaching, vocational counselnow coming into their full share of ing cal for the same ability.
coaching and it will be only a few
"Other undergraduates naturally
uays until the Tigers will be battling stand out and assume leadership in
tne other teams of the South in these college clubs, or athletic teams. They
branches of sport. Every man owes become son 'leaders, run amateur
it to his school to get out these dieatricals, preside over debating sobeautiful days and try for a team. cieties." In the club work of settleIMO man really knows what he can ments, Boy and Girl Scout organizado until he is put to the supreme tions, the recreation work ot the Y.
test. Therefore, every man who has M. C. A. and Community Service,
the least idea that he can do any- group activities with foreigners, this
thing in any kind of atnletics and ability to handle groups of people is
especially in track and baseball, be a, ^re-requisite.
sure to go out on the field and let
"Still other students successfully
the coaches look you over. Riggs run athletic teams, school publicaField is one of the largest athletic tions, or special social events." This
fields in the South and there should is the stuff of which the community
be no danger of crowding; however, organizer is made. Health agencies
if there should be, Bowman's Field community councils of social agenis available for use. Accordingly, do cies, chambers of commerce, finannot let the fear that you will be in „iL_i federations— present opportunithe way deter you from going out ties for these
for practice.
finally for the honor student, the
Phi Beta Kappa man or woman who
is interested in gathering, analysing
The Tiger staff must pass on those and interpreting facts, there is the
examinations the same as all others; broad field of social research. With
accordingly ^ it will be necessary to research foundations, public departomit the Tiger for next week. We ments, and a wide variety of social
hate to see the Tiger fail to make its agencies, opportunity can be found
weekly appearance but it is absolute- for fundamental contribution to soly necessary that the memDers of the cial science.
In one of the twenty-two professtaff have not outside worries on
their mind in the big battle of wits sional schools of social work a college graduate can secure training
b 3 inning Friday.

,,hich will start him well on the
road to success in this new profession. All of them have generous fellowships and loan funds^ and while
its appeal is not to those who put
remuneration first, yet both beginning and average salaries compare
weii with those in other professional
fields.

cover of the case and are used in the
regular way for making photographs
The case which contains the high
tension elements is grounded and
swung from a folding arm or bracket allowing the rays to be directed
at any angle. Only low voltage lead
of 110 volts is exposed and this
comes from the lighting circuit.
The apparatus is suitable for denFOOTBALL AND THE STADIUM tal work or general radiography.
Its development is said to be a big
MOVEMENT
forward step towards making X-ray
apparatus safer to handle than at
Ever since the days of the aid any other time in the past.
Circus Maximus people have
b«eu
The Man Who Wins
crowding into this or that stadium
to enjoy their particular form of
"If you think you're beaten, you
sport. With the old Romans, chariot
are;
racing or lion baiting used to be the
If you think you dare not, you
chief attraction and some historians
don't;
have figured to prove that from
If you'd like to win, but you think
260,000 to 485,000 persons could be
you can't,
crowded into the Circus Maximus.
It's almost a cinch you won't.
Then there was the Coliseum at
Rome, which although not exactly
"If you think you'll lose, you're lost:
classed as a stadium, is of the amFor out in the world we find
phitheathre type with a seating caSuccess begins with a fellow's will;
pacity of from 50,000 to 87,000.
It's all a state of mind.
American, football, which since its
start has been the most popular of
"If you think you're outclassed, you'
college sports, has been attracting
are;
thousands of spectators, and the
You've got to think big to rise;
big games of the last few years You've got to be sure of yourself behave drawn record breaking crowds.
fore
One result of the great war was a
You can ever win a prize.
nation wide recognition of the commanding importance of
physical "Life's battles don't always go
education and consequently college
To the stronger or faster man;
athletics have outgrown their facili- But soon or late, the man who wins
Is the one who thinks he can."
ties and scores of educational insti—Anonymous.
tutions are making plans for better
athletic fields.
Most of the larger universities laaiaaaiBii
have already erected huge stadia.
THE SINK
Yale is known the country over because of the Yale bowl, which seats SilSMiaiillBE]
61,000. This is the largest stadium
Shades of SLIM ALDRICH! No,
in the country and so enormous have
been the crowds attracted by the big but by my halidome his very counterpart!
gridiron contests that plans have
been drawn ^or additions, and the
Two little worms were digging in
seating capacity will be greatly en- dead earnest—Poor Ernest!
larged. The Harvard stadium is tha
Reveille now has ' no resemblance
oldest large stadium in the country to reverie.
and orginally seated 2 3,000 but temporary stands give it a capacity of
Watch, "She is as pure and as
45,000. At Princeton the stadium is white as the snow."
Fob 'Yes, but she drifted."
U-shaped with a seating capacity of
42,000. The College of the City of
"I've got a date, I wonder if I
New York has a stadium circular in
to shave?"
shape seating about 6,000 people. ought
"Know her well?"
The University oi Washington sta"About two weeks."
dium at Seattle is
U-shaped and
"Better shave then."
seats 60,000. The Washington, D.
The Pendleton Guards has been
C. Central High School
stadium
reorganized with "Judy" Harvin as
seats 6,000. The
University
of skipper and 'QUEEN Wells as disMichigan erected a stadium in 1914 tance man.
that seats 50,000. Lehigh Uni"I saw a lot of her last summer'
versity at Bethlehem, Pa. has a sta"At the beach, I take it!"
dium, erected in 1915 that seats
15,000. The University of Chicago's
Notice. Any biscuits broken in
stadium seats 10,000 people and will this messhall will be cheerfully rehave to be enlarged to accomodate placed by the Mess Department.
the crowds that demand admittance
Kat wants to come up on my bid,
to the games as the
temporary
In fact she even begs,
stands are inadequate. Ohio State
I think I'll have her up sometimes
University has a huge stadium under
She has such pretty arms!
construction at the present time,
while Illinois and Kansas Universi"Pop, what is a board of educaties are carrying on campaigns to tion?"
secure funds for the erection of
"When I went to school it was
a shingle."
stadia in the near future.
Whenever huge crowds assemble
Dr. James Naismith, head of the
to watch football games the quesdepartment of physical education at
tion of safety is a most important the University of Kansas, is the inone. It is for this reason that rein- ventor of the game of basketball.
forced concrete is now used almost For years he has been a member of
exclusively for stadia. Not only is the the committee on basketball rules
safety of the crowds assured by such of the National Collegiate AssociaDr. Naismith Invented the
construction, but there is no danger tion.
game of basketball in 1891 while a
from fire and no expenses for re- student in the Y. M. C. A. training
pairs and upkeep.
school of Springeld, Mass. He has
The stadium movement is not con- been connected with the University
fined to the college and university of Kansas since 1898.
towns, because many smaller communities have made preparations for
the physical
development of the QUALITY MERCHANDISE HERE.
young folks and stadia have been
erected that
serve
as
athletic
grounds, fair grounds and recreaIn every department of this store
tion centers. In Chicago plans have
been made and funds secured for the you are assured of receiving the best
erection of a huge concrete munici- your money can buy and you can purpal stadium on the lake front which
will have a seating capacity of 100,- chase :ilmnst any item associated
000 and will be the largest stadium with an up-to-date Hardware Store.
in the country.
Big
assortments
SPORTING
NEW X-RAY

APPARATUS

GOODS, MECHANICS TOOLS, FINE
CHINA, GLASS, SILVER and etc.

O'NEAL-WILIAMS CO
GREENVILLE, S. C.
SPORTING GOODS.

A RETIREMENT INCOME
You may consider it early to be
figuring on a Retirement Income.
Don't fool yourself; Die reason
why only 5 out of 100 men who are
today twenty-five years old will have
any income at the age of sixty-fiive is
because they do not plan while
young, to be independent in their declining years.
That is also the reason why 84%
of those living at the age of sixtyfive are dependent upon friends, relatives or public charity.
If you have sufficient foresight to
profit by the mistakes of others you
will ask about our Retirement Income Plan.
SOUTHEASTERN LIFE INSURANCE CO.
Greenville, S. C.
T. G. Poats, Dist. Agent
Spartanburg, S. C.
G. H. Aull, Local Agent
Clemson CoKrge, S. C.
WHEN IN GREENVILLE BE SURE
TO STOP AT

Hotel Imperial
FOR MEALS, THE

CAFETERIA
is a beautiful nlace and prices are
economical. WTiile the main dining
room offers accomodations for those
who prefer service a la carte.

Sulivan-Markley
Hardware Co.

- V

UheClemson tPrinieri/

- - Printing...
DR. J. G. STRANCH,
OPTOMETRIST
AUSTIN BLDG.,

» «

SENECA, S. C.

"Y" CAFETERIA
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT
IS NOW
SERVING THE BEST OF FOOD
COOKED UNDER
SANITARY CONDITIONS
REGULAR MEALS—LUNCHES
THROUGHOUT THE DAY.
Y. M. C. A. BASEMENT

Jffarry & 1/Jallace
OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHER
TAPIS '22
LATEST STYLES IN
PHOTOGRAPHY
Studio Two Doors North of
BLUE RIDGE DEPOT
ANDERSON, S. C.
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THE COMMUNITY STORE, INC.
DRY GOODS, AND SHOES,
FANCY AND STAPLE GROCERIES,

» %

CRACKERS,
CANDIES, and
FRUITS.

•

«

We Solicit the Patronage of the
CLEMSON CADETS

CLIFT CRAWFORD

?i

CLEANING
AND
PRESSING
"THE ARGUMENT IS ALL IN THE

Elimination of the danger from
Mail orders receive prompt atcontact with high voltage wiring in
the use of modern X-ray apparatus, tention.
has been accomplished recently by
Dr. W. D. Coolidge.
The X-Ray
tube, and transformer are enclosed
in an oil filled metal case within
which the ordinary household current is "stepped up" to a pressure
of between 40,000 and 60,000 rolts.
The X-ray then pasi through the
GREENVILLE, 8. C.

- *M

WORKMANSHIP"

KODAK FINISHING
Highest Quality
Reasonable Prices
34 Hour Serrice
Bolivar Byers ('21)
Roek Hill, S. C.

•I

*We Barracks
BARBER SHOP
Best Possible Servico
to Clemson Tigers
KOOM 23.

HALL, NO. 1

\Y. I). PIKE, Manager

SPECIAL SALE
Fountain Pens
AND

Eversharp
Pencils
AX

Cadet Exchange
Official
COLLEGE
BOOK-SUPPLY
STORE I

The Reliable Shoe
and Tailoring Shop
CLINT TAYLOR, PROPIBTOR
HAS NOW PUT IN A SHINE
PARLOR, FRUITS, CANDIES, AND
TOBACCO; SHOES AND SHOE
LACES; POLISH, SHOE CREAM,
AND DYES; "SHOE REPAIRING",
RUBBER HEELS; CLEANING AND
PRESSING, ALTERING ANYTHING
OP CLOTH. THE ONLY 3 IN 1
PLACE AT CLEMSON FOR OUR
TIGER MEN.

■ ■ ■ ■ a ■ ■
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REPORT FROM THE NATIONAL
COMMITTEE FOR THE LIMITA
TATIONS OF ARMAMENTS

Contractors are preparing to start
work on a new dormitory at Davidson College'. This is to be an up-toRepresenting 235 Men's and Wo- date building, and will greatly immen's Universities and Colleges prove the attractiveness of the camPresented to President Harding at pus.
One O'clock, February 20th. By a
Committee lied by Charles Denby,
Track prospects are booming at
Jr., Princeton, Chairman
the University of Georgia as spring
draws near. Regular track practice
In view of the fact that the United has started, and the Bulldogs are
States has assumed an active part in looking forward to making the best
the attempt to solve some of the out ot a splendid schedule.
problems involved in effecting international peace, the students of AThe University of Georgia has a
merica have felt incumbent upon promising rifle team which has elimthem the obligations of crystalliz- inated Alabama and Emory thus far.
ing their opinions concerning the The Georgia team is as yet undefeatproblems that confronted the Con- ed.
ference for the Limitation of Armaments at Washington.
The N". C. State College leads
To stimulate interest in the dis- the colleges of the South in Bible
cussion of these problems, the Na- study work. They have started what
tional Student Committee for the
hope to be the largest and best
Limitation of Armaments was or- they
ganized. Through co-operation be- Bible study course ever held at the
tween the students of 2 35 colleges Institution.
and universities and this National
A University of Illinois paper has
Student Committee collegiate opinion has been roused and formulated recently started a campaign against
by means of debates, mass meetings drinking. All violators will be dismissed immediately from the Univand publicity in the college press.
The following expressions of opin- versity.
ions are based on resolutions indeYale and Princeton have adopted
pendently adopted by a large part of
a system of slow motion pictures
the colleges and universities.
1. It is believed that the series whereby members of their athletic
of treaties drawn by the Washington teams may study their various weakConference should be expeditiously nesses.
ratified in their entirety by the U. S.
There has been some agitation in
Senate because they are definite
steps towards the limitations of arm- the South over the question of stanIt is beaments by international agreement dard basketball courts.
and are indicative of a genuine ten- lieved that the Southern Intercolledency toward international under- giate Conference will consider this
standing and co-operation; and be- matter soon.
cause a failure to ratify these treaties would result in augmented disCoach Meanwell, of the University
trust among nations.
of Wisconsin, has been called the
2. In addition, the students of "wonder man" of basketball. DurAmerica commend the spirit which ing thirteen years of coaching Meanprompted Mr. Wilson to propose the well has developed teams that have
League of Nations and the similar won 2 01 out of 217 games.
spirit which moved Mr. Harding to
call the Washington Conference because it
manifests a not distant H'LANS FOR BOYS' CLUB
WORK IN 1922
possibility of an organization of nations adequately prepared peaceably
to adjust international difficulties.
Clemson College, Feb. 17.—Five
3. Furthermore, the students are phases of boys' club work have been
of the opinion that the United States planned for 19 22;
namely,
corn
should participate in the Genoa or clubs, pig clubs, calf clubs, cotton
some similar conference on condition clubs, and peanut clubs, according to
that the agenda include balancing L. L. Baker, supervising agent of
the budgets of Europetan countries, boys' club work. The pig club work
reduction of land araments, breaking down of economic barriers and
German reparations. It is further
anticipated that such a Conference
will lead to the adoption of policies
by which in the future international
welfare will predominate over purely
national interests in the conduct of
international economics affairs.

will include three classess—the feeding class, the breeding class, and the
sow and litter class. The calf club
will include three
phases—beef
calves, dairy calves, and dairy heifers
The other three kinds of clubs have
only one phase each.
The enrollment for 1921 was over
two thousand, and Mr. Baker and his
assistant, B. O. Williams, are working to have a much larger enrollment for 1922. Attention is called
to the fact that there are
62,00 0
white boys in the rural sections of
South Carolina between the ages of
10 to 18, and certainly It should pot
be too much to hope for ten percent
of these to be engaged in club work,
since only by the proper training of
the rural boys can get satisfactory
progress in the future be made in
agricultural development.
The success of the community club
method of conducting club work was
so noticeable where tried in 1921
that this method should become more
general in the future. School districts or other community centers
serve well as. the basis of these community clubs and the co-operation of
school teachers and county agents
is recommended for best success.
The enumeration of the chief object of club work given below should
help to impress upon boys, parents,
teachers, and others, the value of
club work and the importance of
having country boys join the clubs.
Objects of Club Work
1. To enlarge the vision of the
boy and to give him definite purposes at a very important period in
his life.
2. To interest the boy in improved agricultural methods at a period
when he can most easily be reached.
3. To assist in the development
of the spirit of co-operation in the
family and in the community.
4. To dignify the vocation of
farming, to emphasize its possibilities, and thus encourage the boys to
remain on the farm.
5. To emphasize the importance
of keeping farm
records and accounts.
6. To make of the boy a demonstrator of the facts of scientific agriculture.
7. To develop leadership, responsibility and importance of organization and co-operation.
8. To assist the hoy in making
money for himself.

9. To afford the members wholesome recreation through the gang
method.
GIVE THE BOY A HEIFER
Give the boy a heifer,
Start him on his way.
Make him feel he's starting in,
To be a man today.
Let him know the value
Of a cow or two.
See him take a keener pride
In the farm for you.
Give the boy a heifer,
Tell him—"Take it, son,
May you have a dozen cows,
Soon, instead of one."
Let him know he's wanted
On the old farm, too,
And he'll stay and work his way
Side by side with you.
—Selected
NEW EXTENSION PUBLICATIONS
Clemson College, Feb.— During
the last several months the Extension Service has issued a considerable number of new publications to
aid in the promotion of the agricultural program now being carried out
for South Carolina farmers. These
publications, some of which have
been called to public attention already, are of course free to all
citizens of the state who ask for
them from the county agents or from
the Extension Service, Clemson College, S. C.'
Extension Bulletins
42 (Revised), "Home Gardening in
South Carolina."
48, "Farming under
Boil Weevil
Conditions."
49, "The Cost of Production of Farm
Products."
50, '"Cotton Varieties for South
Carolina."
Extension Circulars
30, "Culling: How to Eliminate the
Slacker Hen."
31, "County Organization."
32, "Better Pastures for South Carolina."
33, "Fertilizing Cotton for Boll Weevil Conditions."
Extension Information Cards
4 (Revised), "Sweet Potatoes: Seed
Selection, Bedding and Disease Control."
18, "Home Mixing of Fertilizers."
19, "The Home Orchard in South
Carolina."
20, "Curing Pork on the Farm."

ALUMNI NOTES

R. E. Adams '09 is Chief Assistant Engineer with the State Highway Department of Georgia. He is
located at Atlanta.
R. N. Benjamin '15 is HydroElectrical Engineer for the Georgia
Railway and Power Company, Atlanta, Ga.
R. B. Carpenter '0 8 is tiupermtendant of the Electrical Department of
the- Southern Public Utilities Company, Greenville, S. C.
R. B. Ezell '08 is Assistant Director of the Agricultural Extension Division at the University of West
Virginia, Morgantown, W. Va.
. . of . .
J. A. Hammond '2 0 is salesman
for the Westinghouse Electrical and
Mechanical Company, Wilkinsburg,
Pa
L. R. Kay '19 is Farming near
I.OOHE LEAF NOTE BOOKS Easley, S. C.
C E. McLean '08 is Gnief Chemist
LEFAX NOTE BOOKS
for the Osage Cotton Oil Company,
Muskogee, Okla.
NOTE BOOK FILLERS
J H. Pressley '18 is Field Agent
for the Georgia State Board of EnCLEMSON JEWELRY
tomology, Valdosta, Ga.
M D. Sims '10 is Superintendent
PENNANTS
of the Buckeye Cotton Oil Company
Jackson, Miss.
PILLOW COVERS
A. C. Turbeville '13 is Postmaster
at Lake City, S. C.
STATIONERY
W. C. Herron '17 is Salesman tor
the Armour Fertilizer Works. He is
FOUNTAIN PENS
located at Starr, S. C.
R. S. Hood Jr. '14 is Sales EngiCAMERAS
neer for the American Car Company
St. Louis, Mo.
PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLIES
J. H. Moore-'17 is farming near
Florence, S. C.
NORRIS CANDIES
F O Myers '16 is Dean ot the
Science Department of Waycross
EVERSHARP PENCILS
City School, Waycross, Ga.
M. F. Kirkpatrick '19 is Farming
near Sharon, S. C.
H. C. Kelley '2 0 is teaching Agriculture at Clio, S. C.
T M. Hunter '09 is Electrical Engineer with the American Transformer Company, Newark, N. J.

We Have

A Complete Line

L Cleveland Martin

COACH SOUNDS
THE RBXALL DRUGOIST

WITH THE OTHER COLLEGES

BASEBALL CALL
(continued from first page)
April 2 6, Carolina at Clemso».
April 27, Davidson at Clemson.
April 2 8, Newberry at Clemson.
April 29, Erskina at Due West.
May 2, Wofford at Clemson.
M»y 12, Newberry at Newberry.

What Is Water Japan?
TAP AN — not the country but a metaLcoating varnish—
^ and your morning bottle of milk. Totally unlike, yet
associated!
Ordinary japan consists of a tough, rubbery, tar-like "base"
and a highly inflammable "solvent." The solvent dilutes
the base so that the metal may be coated with it easily. The
presence of the solvent involves considerable fire risk, espe*
daily in the baking oven.
Milk is a watery fluid containing suspended particles of
butter fat, so small that one needs the ultra'microscope to de~
tect them. An insoluble substance held permanently in sus^
pension in a liquid in this manner is in "colloidal suspension."
The principle of colloidal suspension as demonstrated in
milk was applied by the Research Laboratories of the General
Electric Company to develop Water Japan. In this compound the particles of japan base are colloidally suspended
in water. The fire risk vanishes.
So the analysis of milk has pointed the way to a safe
japan. Again Nature serves industry.
Connected with the common things around us are many
principles which may be applied to the uses of industry with
revolutionary results.
As Hamlet said, "There are more
things in Heaven and earth, Horatio, than are dreamt of in
your philosophy."

G e n e r allilEl e c t r i c
General Of&cm

Company

Schenectady, N. Y.
9S-*7*nT>
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CAMPUS LOCALS
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Mrs. W. M. Riggs entertained the
Andrew Pickens Chapter, D. A. R.,
at a beautiful luncheon Wednesday
February 22nd, in honor of Washington's Birthday. The house was
appropriately decorated with flags
national colors and the patriotic
Y. M. C. A.
idea was carried out in the menu and
souvenirs. There were about thirty
Vesper services Sunday night were six present.
carried out entirely by cadets with
the exception of E. F. Gettys and P.
The Andrew Pickens^ D. A. R.,
B. Holtzendorff who made short further celebrated the day With flag
talks. The regular method of hav- day exercises in the Y. M. C. A- audiing the local ministers preach was torium at 8 P. M., to which the pubreplaced by short talks from several lic was invited.
The cnapter predelegates who attended the Student sented the state and national flags
Volunteer Conference which conven- CO the Clemson-Calhoun, the presened in Columbia last week.
tation speech being made by Mr. Mc"Red" Gettys made the first talk, Swain, and the acceptance by Miss
giving a brief summary 01 the entire Margaret Morrison, the Principal of
Conference. He gave a general in- the school. Mrs Riggs, the chapter
sight into the spirit, method of pro- regent, presided and the opening
cedure, and surrounding of the Con- prayer was made by the Rev. W. E.
ference.
Davis, after which the Star Spangled
Following this talk were talks by Banner was sung in concert. Mrs.
J. C. Aull, L. R. Booker, and W. T. A. B. Bryan gave the American
Fripp, in the order named.
Each Creed and Mrs. Logan Marshall the
cadet talked on the mission field In Apostrophe to the Flag. Col. Madiwhich he was particularly interested. son Pearson gave the Oath of AlleBrazil, China, and Alaska were the giance to the Flag, after which the
fields mentioned. Without a single school children, dressed in the naexception, each field possess vast tional colors sang patriotic songs.
potential possibilities, both in Chris- Mrs. Riggs then asked Mrs. F. H. H.
tian and industrial work.
Calhoun, the moving spirit of the
The last speaker was "Holtzy." D. A. R. Mountain School at TamasHe gave a brief history of the Stu- see to speak of the work there and
dent Volunteer movement, stating show lantern slides. There was a
that the original slogan of the move- large and appreciative audience presment about 35
years ago
was ent.
"Evangilization of the world this
generation."
It would appear that
On Tuesday afternoon at four o'the movement has been a failure if
,,o measure it by this slogan; how- clock The Music Club met with Miss
ever, if we consider the many for- Elizabeth Johnson at the Clemson
eign fields that have been reached, Hotel. A very enjoyable program
the millions of souls that have been was rendered, after which delicious
saved, the difficulties under which refreshments were served.
the movement has labored, and the
Prof. S. B. Earle entertained about
many people who have given their
lives as missionaries, we must admit thirty of his friends at a most enthat it has been a grand success. But joyable Smoker Thursday evening.
still there are millions upon millions
of heathern people who are still
Mrs. R. M. Bracket is visiting in
waiting for the gospel. "Truly, the Atlanta.
harvest is great, but the laborers
Mr. B. H. Johnston has returned
are few."
The meeting of the Bible classes home after a short visit to Newberry.
on last Sunday night marked the ena
of Bible classes for this term, it beMiss Grayson of Anderson, was
ing necessary to suspend this study the guest of Mrs. Madison Pearson
on account of examinations which for the week end.
begin on next Friday.
The study this term has been quite
Mr. A. B. Bryan, spent a few days
different from any study heretofore, in Atlanta last week.
the study being taken from Dr.
Exner's book on "The Rational Sex
Mr. Daniel Ravenel is spending
Life for Men." The work has been his vacation at home, after a trip to
very gratifying. Every member has Beunos Ayres, South America.
taken an active interest in the work.
To say the least, the study of Dr.
Miss Jessie Trowbridge, of AnderExner's book has been very helpful. son, is visiting Miss Nellie S. Pickens
at t'ne Clemson Hotel.
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Mrs. S. M. Martin and Mrs.
William Blair entertained at a delightful sewing party Tuesday afternoon.

The John C. Calhoun Chapter, U.
D. C, met with Mrs. Mitchell Monday afternoon,
Mrs. Heath and
The Wade Hampton Literary So- Mrs. Musser conducted the program.
ciety held its regular meeting on
The Barnard E. Bee Chapter, ChilFriday night, February 2 4. The following officers for the third term dren of the Confereracy, met with
Mitchell
Tuesday
were installed. E. C. Whaley, presi- Miss Ethelyn
Misses Margaret Freedent; E. M. Bailey, vice-president; afternoon.
R. L. Hartley, recording secretary; man and Elouise McHugn were on
J. H. Hunter, corresponding secre- the program.
tary; J. N. Fields, senior critic; H.
F. Tate, junior critic; D. F. Hutto,
chaplin; W. F. Covin^ sergeant-atDO METALS GET TIRED?
arms; and L. Boozer, prosecuting
critic. A short program was then
carried out. Some- very good quota- By Prof. H. F. Moore Engineering
tions were given as the members res- Experiment Station Urban, Illinois.
ponded to the roll call.
Do the metals get tired? In school
days we " orated" about tireless
THE CAROLINA SOCIETY
' steel-sinewed" athletes. Now the
The Carolina Literary
Society word "fatigue" is being used by men
held its regular weekly meeting on of science as the most suggestive
last Friday evening. Due to the fact name for certain kinds of failures
that several entertainments were be- of steel and other metals. Metal of
ing held on the campus at this time, apparently excellent quality breaks
very few were able to attend; how- without warning in crank-shafts of
ever, the program was partly carri- air planes, in parts of steam turbines
ed out in a very entertaining manner in other rapidly moving machines,
T. M. Farris, the joker of the even- in members of bridges subjected to
ing, showed his ability as a joker by vibration and frequent changes of
keeping the society in an uproar of stress. What are the causes? How
laughter. The debate,
Resolved, can such failures be avoided? What
That the farmers should be restrict- are the limits of endurance of varied to the number of acres of cotton ous metals under many repetitions
grown for the year 19 22, was well of stress?
Answers to these
questions bediscussed by W. T. Fripp and H. A.
Bowers on the affirmative and by came especially important during the
R. N. Graham and C. C. Crowther on war, and particularly in connection
the negative, with the result that the with military aviation. A committee
negative won. This concluded the of engineers and scientists organized by National Research Council and
program for the evening.
Engineering Foundation undertook a
study. The problem proved complex
PALMETTO
and its study costly. But lives and
property are in jeopardy through
The Palmetto held its regular lack of knowledge. Therefore, the
meeting after supper Friday night. study has been continued. After the
Altho the attendance was not good. armistice, the Division of EngineerPractically all the men on duty were ing of National Research Council
present. Mr. E. M. Jenkins read an turned to Engineering Foundation
interesting piece entitled "The minister's Blunder", by Mark Twain. Mr.
M. B. Brissie gave a very good de- well upheld by J. G. Lewis and R. L.
clamation on "Whiskey, Where is Lee on the affirmative and H. J.
thy Place?" The debate, Resolved Zeigler and C. E. Landlord on the
That Labor Unions Promote the Best negative. The joker of the evening
Interest of the Working Man was was absent.
WADE HAMPTON SOCIETY

for financial assistance. The Engineering Experiment Station of the
University of Illinois has been connected with the early study and had
the men and some of the facilities
i for further reseaTCh.
In October, 1919, the three organizations mentioned entered into an
agreement for two years, Engineering Foundation undertaking to provide $30,000, in
installments as
needed. A limited line of experiments
was inaugurated.
Certain
manufacturers contributed test specimens of steel.
Special machines
were constructed and methods devised. Under known conditions many
specimens are being subjected to
millions of repetitions or changes
of stress. In formation of practical
importance is emerging from the accumulating records of hundreds of
observations.
Recently, the
General Electric
Company requested an extension ot
the program of tests to cover certain nickle steels in which it is interested as a builder of steam turbines. To meet the expense, the company offered $30,000. A supplementary agreement was undertaken and
the new work has been started. The
company gets, incidentally ^ the benefits of the experience alrea'dy gained,
the special facilities developed, and
the general supervision of the committee of experts metallurgists and
testing engineers, organized for this
research by National Research Council and Engineering Foundation.
Other users and producers ot
wrought or cast metals can secure
valuable information at relatively
small cost, by taking advantage of
the existing staff and facilities for
expanding this research m fields of
peculiar interest to them. Each
group of special tests helps in the
understanding of the general problem.

SLOAN BROS.
We do not sell all the good
Goods in town, BUT what
WE DO SELL ARM GOOD.

Athletic

Goods,

Rackets Restrung,
Sweaters,
AVhite Ducks,
Basketball Shoes,
Tennis Rackets.

SLOAN BROS.

J. O. JONES CO.
GREENVILLE, ft. C.

Hart Schaffner & Marx

Clothes

The science of cold—oi extremely
low temperatures— may be regarded by many persons as still remote
from industry, Cryogenics, as this
science is called, nevertheless, has
become a practical subject, particularly the characteristics of gas mixtures in relation to liquefaction and
separation' of gases for industrial
application purposes. Liquid ogygen
has a practical application as an explosive. If an absorbent pad is saturated with a liquid hydrocarbon, it
can, in presence of liquid oxygen, be
exploded with great violence. The
combination is used at the present
time in mines in France and Germany. The only commercial use of
liquid air is as a source of liquid
and gaseous oxygen.
Other uses
may be developed.
Knowledge of
cryogenics aids in separation of pure
helium. Substitution
helium for
hydrogen removes . many dangers
from air-ships and baloons.

Recent perfection of electrically
heated furnaces has made It possible
for the United States to manufacture
optical glass of a quality equal, if
not superior to, that which this
country formerly depended
upon
Germany to supply.
Now we look no longer
to the
vaunted city of Jena for this material.
A new American industry
with electricity's aid sees to it that
we
don't.
Forty-inch telescopic
lenses are being turned out by a New
York State lens company. Cooling
the molten glass at just the proper
rate is the scientific secret of good
optical glass manufacture.
Formerly most of the glass annealing furnaces of this country wer«
fuel fired. Then came electricity.
The even heat of the electric furnace throughout its interior due to
electricity's peculiar quality of uniform radiation
and the furnace's
perfect insultation. its exact control
and its freedom from all gases that
might contaminate the furnace
charge are proving to be factors enabling America to meet Germany on
an even competitive basis.

ordering

only two days required.
Robt. Burns Cigars,
Xunnally's Candy,
Waterman Fountain Pens,
Arrow Shirts and Collars,
Knitted and Military Ties,
Khaki Regulation Shirts
and Trousers.
Army Shoes, Special Made.
Bath Robes and Slippers.
Minimav Silk and Wool
Hose.

RESEARCH BELOW ZERO

MAKING GREAT LENSES—
A NEW AMERICAN INDUSTRY

Special Attention Given to

Manhaaen Shirts

Stetson Hats

CLEMSON HEADQUARTERS IX GREENVILLE.
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CLEMSON
What The College is Doing.
RESIDEXT INSTRUCTION AND PUBLIC SERVICE
1.

Resident Instruction includes work in—
(a) Agricultural Department
(b) Academic Department
(c) Chemistry Department
(d) Engineering Department
(e) Military Department
(f) Textile Department
(g) Summer School

2.

Public Service—
(a) Agricultural Research includes experimental and research work at the college; branch experiment stations
at Summerville and Florence; co-operative experimental
work with irraividual farmers; and publications.
(b)

(c)

Extension Service includes county agent work; agricultural club work;
specialists' work; agricultural
publications; agricultural lectures; and advisory correspondence. The home demonstration work is directed by Winthrop College.
Fertilizer Inspection and Analysis.

(d)

Live Stock Sanitary Work includes cattle tick eradication; tuberculosis eradication; hog cholera control; and
investigation, control and quarantine of contagious diseases.

Kodak Enlargements

(e)

Crop Pest Work is a protection against importation of
diseased plants, seeds and nursery stock.

GIVEN BY

(f)

Miscellaneous includes scholarships; building plans for
rural schools; and manufacture of State flags at cost
for schools.

FREE
Globe Optical &
Manufacturing Co.
An 8 x 10 enlargement of
your favorite negative to
students who give kodak
work to our Agent at the
College.
For full

THIS IS FREE.
particulars,

see

W. M. RAST,
Room No. 340

Agent.

THE WHOLE STATE IS THE COLLEGE CAMPUS

Student Enrollment over 1,000.
W. M. RIGGS, PRESIDENT
The Clemson Agricultural College
Clemson College, S. C.

